Organics Recycling & Food Recovery Forum

The new color of money.
And responsibility.

CHECK OUT THESE RAVE REVIEWS

WasteExpo’s Composting and Organics Recycling Conference Track & Food Recovery Forum were once again smashing successes! Don’t take our word for it; here are just a few examples of what our attendees and exhibitors had to say...

“WasteExpo’s Composting and Organics Recycling Conference Program & Food Recovery Forum is a stellar add-on to an already superb program. With growing concern both nationally and internationally on the global warming impact of methane emissions, the time is now for the waste and recycling industry to tackle organic waste head-on and this forum provides us with a platform to improve organics management worldwide. Don’t miss it!”

— Veronica Pardo, Regulatory Affairs Director, California Refuse Recycling Council, Northern District

“The Food Recovery Forum is an exciting opportunity for us to connect with food industry leaders and recycling advocates committed to ensuring that excess food inventory makes its way to people, not landfills. As a presenter, it is a fantastic opportunity to highlight Spoiler Alert’s advancements over the past year. There is a lot of momentum and increased willingness to deploy new technologies that support advanced food recovery, and WasteExpo continues to raise the bar in bringing bright minds together and creating networking mechanisms to propel the food recovery space forward.”

— Ricky Ashenfelter
Chief Executive Officer, Spoiler Alert

“The Organics program is such a welcome addition to WasteExpo! It’s nice to see every garbage truck and bin made on the main floor, but to be able to see cutting-edge technology that’s going to completely change the industry in the next few years is invaluable. WasteExpo continues to be the high point of our year as a company and the Organics section is the highlight of the week for us! We participate in WasteExpo so that people coming from around the world can see what the future looks like all in one place!”

— Michael G. Hart, CEO, Sierra Energy
"As people researching and advocating in the field of food waste, we often feel on an island. The Food Recovery Forum and the Organics Recycling Conference at WasteExpo did a great job bringing like-minded scholars, practitioners and advocates together to share ideas and resources, challenge one another, and generate more questions, all the shared goals of a more sustainable food system. I am grateful to Dr. Buckner and his colleagues for creating a space for that energetic interaction to happen.”

— Jonathan Deutsch
Ph.D., Professor, Center for Food and Hospitality Management and Department of Nutrition Sciences, Drexel University

“"The Food Recovery Forum is a vital and influential part of WasteExpo, providing an exceptional opportunity to educate and promote food waste and food recovery issues. I’m excited to contribute again this year, as well as to learn from the outstanding presenters and informative sessions.”

— Lorenzo Macaluso
Director of Client Services, Center for EcoTechnology

“If you’re involved in dealing with Organics, anywhere in the world, you will find no better event that introduces you to new technology and innovative programs that are being used to collect, reuse and convert this valuable resource into benefits for our planet, having visited the event now for the last 3 years, the organisation and dedication to ensuring the best environment and selection of speakers, leaves you assured that there are people in the world today working hard to solve this global problem.”

— Craig Shaw
CEO, Advetec Global

“I had a great time at all of the Organics and Food Recovery sessions and made some great connections to further our work and evaluate new options for our city. I’m grateful for the experience. I hope to be able to attend again next year in Las Vegas!”

— Kellie Kish
Minneapolis Recycling (Waste360 40 Under 40 Award Winner)

Want to learn more about the Food Recovery Forum? Contact us today for more information.

Dr. Stuart Buckner
Food Recovery Forum & Organics Recycling
631-834-1400
stubuckner.scb@gmail.com

Renie Mayfield
Director of Sponsorship Sales (Companies A-Z)
303-998-9268
renie.mayfield@informa.com
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